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About This Game

Before Queen Sophia was born, the Human Kingdom lived in an age of glory: the golden age. However, this age too had its dark
times. Beneath a veneer of peace, war has come with minotaurs invading human villages. But there is more to this war than

meets the eye, and you must uncover it. The minotaurs claim that humans have been starving them, but how could this be true?
Escape your village, investigate the truth, and journey to the ends of the kingdom and into its castles, meeting allies with unique

abilities that can help you. Uncover the secrets behind the war, or the kingdom of your birth will be destroyed!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

A dark, new story set in the Awakening world
Meet characters that explore the world along with you

Lushly detailed and unique landscapes to discover
Discover the secrets that lie in the Human Kingdom

Use your unique magical ability to solve puzzles and uncover clues
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The amount of time (shown above) that I spent on this game is the total time it took me to complete the 30 levels in order to
finish the campaign. Considering it cost me next to nothing as I purchased it in a package with the follow up game "Spatials
Galactology" I reckon 60 hours gameplay is definitely value for money. It's a nice game with a bit of repetiveness but there is
more than sufficient challenge there to make it very worthwhile playing. I haven't looked a lot at the latest Galactology version
yet but it does appear to be quite a bit more complex than it's predecessor. Highly recommend the original game to get you into
the mood for the latter.. Ich hab ein wenig in das Spiel geschnuppert und finde es bisher klasse. Tolle Atmosph\u00e4re und
gute Synchro sowie passender Soundtrack. Wer sich von r\u00e4tselhafter Story und guter Atmosph\u00e4re leiten l\u00e4sst
und nicht von riesen Entwicklerstudios ist hier an der richtigen Adresse.

So, i played for about an hour i guess and i gotta say, that it's a good game. Great atmosphere and good synchro as well as a well
chosen soundtrack. I'd recommend it to anyone who likes mysterious stories and a chilling atmosphere.. Quite A light hearted
and happy tower defense game with the strange looking dinosaurs and lightly colored graphics. This game may seem strange but
does still show some difficulty and stratagey is needed when placing towers. over all it is a Decent tower defense game. :). This
is some thought experiment gone horribly wrong.
It's like you let your little brother DM and he put every trap and monster in every room like "ha! bet you wont get past this
gauntlet of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t!" yeah, i bet i wont, i'm not inspired enough to give this (what i assume to be) asset flip of a game the
time to trial and error my way through the first level
the controls are♥♥♥♥♥♥(ex: reversing has some 3 second delay), the UI is an afterthought(with no proper loading screen, it's
impossible to know if the still image menu crashed or what), the level design is like the impossible maps you dodge out of in
track mania and hey, that game is free and much better. Epic Music
-Hard
-Fun. 0 people playing.
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Okay so i was actually gonna give this game a try just because why not. First of all, i died because i had no food\/water and i
couldn't find any either, i was in the middle of the city but there was litteraly nothing.

Second of all the game has no waypoints or anything about what you're supposed to do so there was not really anything to go for.
I needed a tier 3 key to get past a door and that was the only way out of the starting point, the problem was that there only was 1
key. One key = Tier 1 Key 2 keys = Tier 2 key.

So i just went up to a wall like the good old skyrim days and went outside the map, and therefor making my way to the city.
. The Westport Independent is a game about censorship. You play the role of an editor who needs to guide his newspapers and
his staff in an ever darker political landscape, always choosing between safety and truth.

I welcome powerful, thought provoking games like this one, and like Papers, Please or This War of Mine. The execution of
TWI is not perfect, certainly not compared to Papers or This War, and the game certainly promises more depth than it delivers,
but it still adds to the catalogue of thought provoking games, which is why I recommend it.. This is a antivirus for the everyday
gammer and the best part is that you dont need to renew the license every year!. pros

+ good looking graphics
+ creepy atmosphere
+ intriguing psychological and twisty narrative.
+ easy puzzles ( if you don't want to challenge)
+ good voice acting
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
+ i didn't encounter any crushing and bug. game is run well for me.

cons

- game is too short
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.. I'm going to have to say, this game was perfect for me. I usually went to bed at night crying, sad and
confused just wondering how exactly I should tell all my friends on steam, I'm a homosexual.

Well if your fear is to come out of the closet, this is the perfect game for you.. It was a five bucks well spent for me. Quite
realistic as if peering through a microscope lense, except all appears much better focused. The amount of detail and rendering
seems incredible. Great game to train your reflexes with and learn to appreciate the micro nature. The soundtrack is great for
passing out on sleepless nights. Too bad though you control and evolve a nasty little crustacean instead of one of those squids
that attack you. And you donèt really evolve in the Spore sense, only choose if you want to be carnivorous, herbivorous or a
siphoning absorber. Really stupid title of course, but many software developers presently capitalize on stupid trends for profit,
ever since cool associated with the Rock music, gas-guzzling Corvettes and sexism went out of fashion. I would have called it
the Superbug, the Grinder, the Surreal Mandible, the Luminator, or the Taxis Odyssey or Taxis Meyham.. La NJT ALP-46 est
un des rares DLC produit par DTG avec un tr\u00e8s bon niveau de qualit\u00e9. Il n'y a pour ainsi dire pas de bug et
m\u00eame en \u00e9tant perfectionniste, je n'ai rien trouv\u00e9 \u00e0 lui reprocher. Ah si, un d\u00e9tail : les \u00ab ditch
lights \u00bb ne fonctionnent que d'un c\u00f4t\u00e9 de la locomotive, ce n'est pas trop grave... Mais c'est un peu dommage
surtout que pour une fois, le conducteur change de poste de conduite en fonction du sens de la marche. Comme quoi
m\u00eame chez DTG ils sont capables de le faire, on se demande juste pourquoi ce n'est pas toujours le cas. Mon seul regret,
c'est le syst\u00e8me d'affichage des vitesses moins pratique que dans l'ALP-45DP. C'est un achat que je ne regrette vraiment
pas (je me le serais fait rembourser si ce n'\u00e9tait pas le cas). M\u00eame les sons ne sont pas aussi m\u00e9diocres que
d'habitude. Avec les sc\u00e9narios de High Iron Simulations aka elphaba, on a vraiment du plaisir \u00e0 conduire sur les
lignes North Jersey Coast & Morristown.. Might be a good game, but when I run it full screen, much of the screen of
unavailable and therefore the game is unplayable. Of course, the options don't allow you to select your resolution. I run 1920 x
1080, a very common resolution, and for me this is a game breaker.

Yes you can run it windowed, and it works, but the window is too small and I could not get it to resize.
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Refund pending.. Lake Ridden has an identity crisis.

It tries to be a puzzle game, a walking simulator and have some kind of mystery narration. Some good, but the bad ones are
repeated. As a walking simulator, you can open cupboards and pick up items, but apart from the forest, there's nothing to look
at. The story is told with letters and quite bad voice acting, and in the ending, I'm not even sure who talked or what was
happening overall. There's also hints of a horror game... walking with a lantern, lighting up torches and candles can feel a bit like
Amnesia, though the soundtrack is calming and all the other scary bits are missing.

Rather than being free investigation, the story just pushes the player to the right location and puzzle. Maybe I was expecting this
to be a myst-like similar to Quern and Obduction.. Relax game for reaction training.
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